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Abstract: Heat exchange is key methods of vitality transport, vitality discussion, vitality 

protection, and vitality the executives in the nature and numerous applications, for example, 

heat exchangers, warm vitality stockpiling frameworks, gas turbines, air ships, and human 

body. Thermodynamic investigation is fundamental for different fields of physical science 

and for science, concoction designing, advanced plane design, mechanical building, cell 

science, biomedical building, and materials science and is valuable in different fields, for 

example, financial aspects. Warmth exchange concerns the age, use, transformation, and 

trade of warm vitality and warmth between physical frameworks. Warmth exchange is 

ordinarily ordered into warm conduction, warm convection, warm radiation, and exchange 

of vitality by stage changes. As a rule, it is hard to acquire investigative arrangements of 

thermodynamic and warmth exchange issues, and numerical demonstrating and examination 

are turning into an amazing asset in related regions. Countless and computational 

procedures are created for demonstrating and breaking down thermodynamic framework 

and warmth exchange process. A lot of the writing was distributed, and maybe significantly 

more is accessible as grouped work with the business on this significant subject. This review 

article centers around the most recent headways in thermodynamics and heat exchange. 
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Introduction 

The four basic components of the vapor compression systems are evaporator, condenser, 

compressor, and expansion device. Various, sophisticated, numerical modeling techniques 

have been developed to examine the performance of vapor compression systems. Numerical 

models, once developed, can be run at very low cost compared to physical prototype 

development. A reduction of experimental iterations during new product development can be 

achieved by tuning the simulation models with limited experimental data. A heat exchanger 
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model has substantial influence on the overall accuracy and fidelity of the vapor compression 

system model. As a result, these models warrant particular attention to ensure appropriately 

representative and accurate results from the accompanying system model. This study will 

examine heat exchanger modeling techniques in this context. 

Models of heat exchanger 

A vapor pressure framework has two particular warmth exchangers, one working as a 

condenser and the other one as an evaporator. Warmth exchanger displaying can be isolated 

into four general classifications dependent on exactness and computational time: lumped 

parameter models, moving limit models, tube-by-tube models, and fragment by segment 

(dispersed parameter) models. In the accompanying areas, this work will depict every one of 

these displaying approaches, where they have been connected, and for what reasons. Also, 

this area will investigate different confinements to these demonstrating strategies. 

Lumped Modeling Approaches 

The term “lumped capacity system” means that a finite region of space is considered to be at 

some average temperature, even though there could be hot or cold spots in it. The example of 

a cooling mug of coffee will be used extensively in subsequent chapters, in which case an 

analysis of the average temperature will be conducted, even though the coffee is somewhat 

hotter than the mug, and there are cold spots of coffee near the mug wall. In numerical 

analysis, subdivisions of a physical object can be made, treating each subdivision as a lumped 

capacity element. The “overall heat transfer coefficient, U” is a parameter that captures the 

basic idea of heat transfer, namely, energy transfer that is driven by a temperature difference. 

For example, “R value” is the metric used to rate the thermal performance of insulating 

materials, and it is the inverse of an overall heat transfer coefficient, U. Applied to a wall on a 

cold day, heat must flow from the inside air to the inner surface of an exterior wall, then 

through the wall, which has paint, sheet rock, studs, insulation, sheathing, vapor barrier, 

shingles, paint, and then from the outer surface of the wall to the cold air outside. This 

textbook builds theoretical tools for estimating all these effects. The R value is a measure of 

the overall heat transfer coefficient (actually, its inverse) and includes all the complicated 

details into a single metric. 

 

The first step of a thermodynamic analysis (of which heat transfer is a subset) is generally to 

split the universe into two parts, system and surroundings. Doing so produces a control 

volume (the region of space that encompasses the system) and a control surface (the 

boundary between the system and its surroundings). A lumped capacity heat transfer model 
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captures the global transient response of the average temperature of a system to its 

surroundings at a different temperature. Many practical problems fall into this category. 

Furthermore, the basic concepts developed here form a basis for more complicated analyses 

when more detail is required. It is easy, but wrong, to conclude that the lumped capacity 

approximation means that the temperature of an object is uniform. Proper application of heat 

transfer methods (next chapter) allow for significant spatial variation in temperature, while 

still maintaining a lumped capacity model. 

Conservation of Energy 

The First Law of Thermodynamics (conservation of energy) is the applicable fundamental 

law for this event. Choosing an imaginary boundary surrounding the mug of coffee, shown as 

dashed lines in the problem sketch, and assuming a closed system (one in which mass does 

not cross the boundary, meaning evaporation is neglected here), the First Law states that the 

energy (E) stored within the system can be changed (Δ) by either heat entering (Qin) or work 

leaving (Wout) the system across the system boundary: 

ΔE = Qin _ Wout 

Heat is energy that crosses a defined system boundary due to a temperature difference, the 

focus of this text. Work is energy that crosses the boundary due to a force (mechanical or 

electrical) acting through a distance. The First Law applies to a specific process that links an 

initial with a final state. The stored energy (E) is a state property, or a snapshot. Its value at 

any time is independent of what went on before or after. On the other hand, heat and work are 

forms of energy that are associated with energy transfer across the system boundary. If a 

snapshot is taken, heat and work are not apparent. On the other hand, if a movie is taken, heat 

and work will be “seen” to cross the boundary. Heat and work are “process-dependent” 

variables. In this form, the elapsed time between the initial and final states does not come into 

play. In traditional thermodynamic analysis, the prime objective is to relate overall changes in 

energy content to the total heat and/or work exchanged. 

Moving Boundary Modeling Approaches 

The moving boundary modeling approach is more detailed than the lumped modeling 

approaches because it takes refrigerant phase change transition into account. On the air side, 

it considers transition from dry to wet section (if air dehumidification occurs). In this 

modeling approach, the heat exchanger is divided into single-phase and two-phase zones. 

Each zone is then solved using a lumped approach. Braun (1988) developed cooling coil 

model for optimization of the chiller plant that considered transition from dry 
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to wet coil section on the airside. Stefanuk et al. (1992) modeled tube in tube condensers as 

three separate heat exchangers connected in series to take into account three refrigerant 

phases (superheated, two-phase, and subcooled). They didn’t consider airside transition from 

dry to wet section in their model. Bell (2012) developed air conditioning and heat pump 

simulation model, ACHP, which uses a moving boundary fintube heat exchanger model. The 

ε-NTU method was used to analyze the performance of heat exchanger, which assumed 

constant specific heat values for both the fluids (refrigerant and air or cooling fluid). The 

average heat transfer coefficient on the air and refrigerant side (for each phase) were used for 

the analysis. The transition from dry to wet section was considered on the airside. 

Tube-by-Tube Modeling Approaches 

The tube-by-tube modeling approaches include more detail than the moving boundary and 

lumped modeling approaches. In this approach, each tube of the heat exchanger is considered 

a control volume and lumped approach is used to solve each control volume (tube) 

individually to predict the heat exchanger performance. This approach can take into account 

the refrigerant side maldistribution by using the circuitry information and one dimensional 

airside maldistribution by using a 1D air profile. Transition from single-phase to two-phase or 

two-phase to singlephase can be taken into account by dividing the control volume i.e. heat 

exchanger tube into smaller control volumes where phase transition occurs. Alternatively 

moving boundary approach can be applied to each individual tube (Bach et al., 2014a). The 

tube-by-tube approach has been used in many models developed to analyze the heat 

exchanger performance. A software package originally developed by Domanski and Didion 

(1983), EVAP-COND, contains simulation models of fin-and-tube heat exchangers based on 

tube-by-tube approach. EVAP-COND is currently maintained by National Institute of 

Science and Technology (NIST); the model predicts the performance of each tube separately 

by assuming uniform refrigerant temperature in each tube and an average air temperature for 

all the tubes in a given row. However, the original model by Domanski and Didion did not 

consider non-uniform air distribution. Domanski (1989) later developed the evaporator 

simulation model EVSIM based on tube-by-tube approach. Unlike EVAPCOND, EVSIM 

accounted for both the air and refrigerant side distribution. To take into account the 

refrigerant side distribution, simulation starts with the refrigerant inlet tube of the given 

circuit and follows the consecutive tubes until the exit tube is reached. If there is a split in 

circuit, then the model solves one branch of the circuit first and then comes back to the split 

point to solve the remaining branches of same circuit. The same process is repeated for all 

other circuits of heat exchanger. 
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Segment-By-Segment Modeling Approach 

The tube-by-tube modeling approach can consider both refrigerant and airside 1D 

maldistribution; however, it cannot take into account airside 2D maldistribution. Segment-by-

segment approach considers 2D maldistribution on airside by dividing heat exchanger tube 

into number of segments where each segment is treated as a control volume. Figure 1 shows 

the airside 1D maldistribution in tube-by-tube approach and 2D maldistribution in segment-

bysegment approach. 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of airside 1D maldistribution in tube-by-tube modeling approach and 2D 

maldistribution in segment-by-segment modeling approach (tube return bends are not shown) 
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Figure 2: Control volume for different modeling approaches 
 

 

Tube-to-Tube (Cross-Fin) Conduction 

The tube-to-tube conduction through heat exchanger fins can degrade or increase (if multiple 

vapor compression systems on same heat exchangers) the performance of heat exchanger and 

needs to be incorporated in the heat exchanger simulation model for accurate prediction of its 

performance. Figure 3 shows the tube-to-tube or cross-fin conduction in a fin and tube heat 

exchanger. Heun and Crawford (1994) developed an analytical model of cross-counter flow 

fin-and-tube heat exchanger to study cross-fin conduction. They compared capacity of same 

heat exchanger with continuous and split fins and found a maximum capacity degradation of 

40% in continuous fin heat exchangers in comparison to split fin heat exchangers. Romero-

Méndez et al. (1997) developed an analytical fin and tube heat exchanger model to quantify 

heat conduction between neighboring tubes. They found that tube-to-tube conduction could 

result in capacity degradation of up to 20% by decreasing heat transfer from in-tube to over-

tube fluid. Heun and Crawford (1994) and Romero- Méndez et al. (1997) found negligible 

effect of longitudinal tube conduction on heat exchanger performance. 

 

 

Figure 3: Tube to tube (or cross fin) conduction 

 

Conclusion 
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During the review of heat exchanger models, only few references are found that considered 

cross-fin conduction in their heat exchanger model. Cross-fin conduction can have significant 

effect on the performance of heat exchanger if the neighboring tubes have refrigerant at 

different temperatures due to refrigerant or airside maldistribution. Different researchers 

included 1D or 2D airside maldistribution in their heat exchanger models by using tube-

bytube or segment-by-segment modeling approaches. However, no detailed comparison was 

found in the literature between considering the effect of 1D or 2D airside maldistribution on 

the heat exchanger performance. Fin-to-tube contact resistance can have significant effect on 

heat exchanger performance. Few heat transfer coefficient correlations take into account the 

fin-to-tube contact resistance. However, it is not clear from the literature of most of the heat 

exchanger models on whether or not contact resistance is taken into account. Different 

solvers are developed by researchers to solve the heat exchanger and vapor compression 

system models. However, there is still a need to develop a solver that can solve both simple 

and complex system configurations efficiently while maintaining robustness. The solver 

should also be able to address the discontinuities in property functions, correlations, and sub 

models. Despite fin and tube heat exchangers being a well-established technology there is 

still a substantial room for improvement of modeling tools. 
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